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ABSTRACT - In the present days Heat exchangers are the important engineering system whose applications are used 

in every engineering plant and industries. Helical coil configuration is very effective for heat exchangers as they can 

accommodate a large heat transfer area in a small space, with high heat transfer coefficients. This paper presents an 

experimental analysis of helical coil heat exchanger performance using water and nano particle solution as working 

fluid and comparison between them. From experimental results, heat transfer rate, LMTD (logarithmic mean 

temperature difference), overall heat transfer coefficient and effectiveness are calculated. Calculated parameters are 

drawn in graph and increase in performance and effectiveness are analysis. Titanium oxide (    ) nano particle with 

0.5 % concentration is used in this experiment and water as a base fluid. In this experiment the helical coil is setup 

within the shell tube and hot water is allowed to pass through the helical coil and cold water through the shell tube, and 

Rota meter is installed and for temperature calculation sensors is installed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Helical coil heat exchanger are important concept for 

study because of their structure, compact and effective  

and high heat transfer coefficient than the simple shell and 

tube heat exchanger. The reason of high heat transfer is the 

presence of centrifugal force, this secondary flow is 

normal to primary direction of flow causing circulatory 

effect. Centrifugal forces generated are the main cause of 

high heat transfer rate. The intensity of secondary flow is 

calculated as the function of tube diameter and coil 

diameter as represented by Dravid [1].  

 The helical geometry without any alteration in physical 

properties and geometry provides the effective handling at 

higher temperatures and extreme temperature differentials. 

The main advantage of the helical coil heat exchanger like 

that for the simple heat exchanger is its highly efficient use 

of space, especially when its limited and not enough 

straight pipes can be laid. Second advantage is that 

comparing heat transfer with simple shell tube heat 

exchanger helical coil heat transfer is more economical.  

But this increase in efficiency in helical coil heat 

exchanger is also constrained within certain limits, so to 

enhance efficiency we can use certain working fluid which 

has more thermal conductivity. Nowadays new 

nanotechnologies and advanced fluids have a potential to 

improve the flow and thermal characteristics of heat 

exchangers. Such fluids are known as nano fluids, which 

are new concept to study and research. Nano fluids 

comprise of nano particles which are mixed with base fluid 

and are suspended in base fluid. Nano particles sized 100 

nm or less and increase the thermal conductivity more than 

the base fluid alone.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Helical coiled pipes efficiency has made everyone to use it 

widely as heat exchanger and chemical reactor. The 

secondary flow developed in the tube cause the fluid to 

mix together and enhance the heat transfer. The major 

reason for study and analysis of helical coil heat exchanger 

is due to it’s enhance heat transfer. In shell and helical 

coiled tube thermal performance and pressure drop were 

studied and analyzed by Naphon [2]. Mathematical 

expression for the flow in helical coil tube was first 

attempt by Dean [4, 5]. In circular cross section helical 

coil the steady flow of incompressible fluid was also 

analysis by Dean. Dean study was further done by White 

[6] with fluid of different viscosity flowing through helical 

pipes of different curvature ratio in laminar flow. The 

result shows that the onset of turbulence did not depend on 

the value of the Re or the De. He concluded that the flow 

in curved pipes is more stable than flow in straight pipes. 

White also studied the resistance to flow as a function of 

De and Re. The heat transfer studies of a helical coil 

immersed in a water bath was studied by Prabhanjan [7]. 

The experimental study of the flow in a helical circular 

tube was performed by Yamamoto [8]. Kirpikov [9] 

studied heat transfer in the helical coil heat exchanger 

considering coil curvature. 
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III. PREPARATION OF  NANOFLUIDS 

Nanofluids are a new class of nanotechnology-based heat 

transfer fluids, obtained by dispersing and stably 

suspending nano particles with typical dimensions on the 

order of 100 nm. Nanofluids  is the term coined by Choi 

[10] to describe this new class of nanotechnology-based 

heat transfer fluids with augmented thermal properties, 

both superior to the properties of their own hosting fluids 

and the conventional particle fluid suspensions. 

The goal of nanofluids is to achieve the highest possible 

thermal properties at the smallest possible concentration 

by uniform dispersion and stable suspension of 

nanoparticles in host fluids. To achieve this goal it is vital 

to understand how nano particles enhance. 

There are two main procedure for preparing nanofluids, 

two step and one step methods. In two-step method firstly 

the dry powder form of nano materials are produce with 

chemical or physical processes, then the nanosized powder 

is being dispersed into the host fluid. Two step method is 

very economical to produce nanofluids in large scale. In 

this experimental work nanofluid used is      (titanium 

oxide) and two step method is used for nanofluid 

preparation. The volume percent of nanofluid used in this 

experiment is 0.5%. The nanofluids are dispersed with the 

aid of a mechanical stirrer, for about 2 hours to achieve a 

homogeneously dispersed solution. 

Physical properties of the nanomaterial 

Nanoparticle Thermal conductivity, 8.4W/mK 

Density, 4175 kg/m3 

Specific heat, 692J/ kgK 

IV. HELICAL COIL HEAT 

EXCHANGER 

Figure 1 shows the helical coil heat exchanger setup. The 

major components are Rota meter, temperature indicator, 

cold fluid tank, hot fluid tank and submersible pumps. 
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Pump

Cold 
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                      Figure 1: Set up of HCHE 

 

             

                    Figure 2: Helical coil within shell tube 

Figure 2 shows the setup of helical coil within the shell 

tube. Helical coil is made of copper and the shell tube is 

made of steel. 

V. WORKING PROCEDURE 

The experimental set up consists of a shell in which the 

helical coil copper tube is placed through which hot water 

is made to flow with the help of a submersible pump. For 

maximum heat transfer the copper helical coil is fully 

immersed in the cold water flowing through the shell. The 

shell is well insulated so as to avoid the heat loss to the 

surrounding. The main components are the submersible 

pump, heating element, cold water storage tank and hot 

water storage tank. The heat exchanger setup is perfectly 

sealed so as to avoid the leakage of hot water flowing 

through tube and cold water flowing through shell in a 

parallel flow manner. The water in the storage tank is 

heated using a heating element, as the water reaches to a 

prescribed temperature. The submersible pump provides 

the circulation of the hot water through the helical coil, 

submersible pump are also used for cold fluid circulation 

and exit to the atmosphere. The two Rota meter are used to 

control and measure the flow rate of hot and cold water 

respectively. The flow rate of cold side varies from 2 LPM 

to 5LPM whereas the hot fluid flows at constant rate of 1 

LPM. Nano fluid is used in cold side and inlet temperature 

of cold fluid is at normal surrounding temperature (31 ) 

whereas hot fluid inlet temperature is at 50 . Temperature 

indicators are installed in both the end (at inlet and outlet) 

of hot fluid flow and cold fluid flow. 

Parameter dimension 

Shell tube length 0.85m 

Shell tube diameter 0.165m 

Copper tube length 5.791m 

Copper tube diameter 0.012m 

Copper helical coil diameter 0.10m 

Copper tube thickness 0.02m 

VI. CALCULATION 

LMTD, Logarithmic mean temperature difference is 

a logarithmic average of the temperature difference 

between the hot and cold feeds at each end of the double 

pipe exchanger. The larger the LMTD, the more heat is 

transferred. The use of the LMTD arises straight forwardly 

from the analysis of a heat exchanger with constant flow 

rate and fluid thermal properties. It is used to determine 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logarithmic_average
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the temperature driving force for heat transfer in flow 

systems, most notably in heat exchangers. 

Formula for LMTD for parallel flow heat exchanger  

LMTD = 
           

  
   
   

 …………………… (1) 

Where 

    = temperature difference between hot fluid at inlet and 

cold fluid at inlet. 

    = temperature difference between hot fluid at outlet 

and cold fluid at outlet. 

Effectiveness (ε) it is the ratio of actual heat transfer to the 

maximum heat transfer.  

ε = 
                     

                     
    = 

       

    
   

ε = 
           

             
  

   = 
           

             
 ………………………... (2) 

The average heat transfer      is average between the heat 

transfer by hot water and heat transfer by cold fluid.   

Therefore,      = 
     

 
 …………………….. (3) 

Where,    =  ̇            ………………… (4) 

               =  ̇             ………………… (5) 

             ̇        ………………… (6) 

              ̇       ………………… (7) 

In equation (3)    is the heat transferred by hot fluid and 

   is the heat transferred by cold fluid. The value of      

and     changes with change in temperature of water, the 

equation (3) and (4) are used when both the working fluid 

is water. While using the nano fluid the value of specific 

heat nanofluid,     is used in equation (5). 

The value of   in equation (6) and (7) also changes with 

change in temperature. While calculating using nanofluid 

the value of   is the density of nanofluid in equation (7). 

The value of overall heat transfer coefficient    can be 

calculated by following equation 

    = 
     

       
 ………………… (8) 

Where,    =      

In above equation (8) the value of equation    is the total 

heat transfer area of copper helical tube. 

VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

Tables below show the reading obtained from the 

experiment. Table 1 show the reading without nano 

particle fluid and table 2 show the reading with nano 

particles fluid. 

Hot water 

Flow rate 

(LPM) 

Cold 

water 

flow rate 

(LPM) 

Heat exchanger  temperature 

Cold water Hot water 

Tin Tout Tin Tout 

1 2 31 35.5 50 42 

1 3 31 35.1 50 41.7 

1 4 31 34.3 50 41.0 

1 5 31 33.7 50 40.0 

1 6 31 33.4 50 39.5 

                          Table 1: Reading without Nano Fluid 

Hot water 

Flow rate 

(LPM) 

Cold 

water 

flow rate 

(LPM) 

Heat exchanger  temperature 

Cold water Hot water 

Tin Tout Tin Tout 

1 2 31 34.5 50 41.2 

1 3 31 33.6 50 40.6 

1 4 31 33 50 40.1 

1 5 31 32.7 50 39.2 

1 6 31 32.5 50 38.7 

             Table 2: Reading with Nano Fluid 

 

This graph (Figure 3) is plotted between effectiveness vs 

mass flow rate of cold fluid. Graph depicts the comparison 

between the nanofluid and water as working fluid in cold 

side. Through graph it is clear that nano fluid has more 

effectiveness. Mass flow rate of hot water is kept constant. 

As the mass flow rate of cold water increases the 

effectiveness also increase. 
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with nano
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_transfer
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This graph (Figure 4) is plotted between heat transfers 

through hot fluid,     vs mass flow rate of cold fluid. 

Mass flow rate of hot water is kept constant. As the mass 

flow rate of cold water increases the value of      also 

increase. 

 

This graph (Figure 5) is plotted between heat transfers 

through cold fluid,     vs mass flow rate of cold fluid. 

Mass flow rate of hot water is kept constant. As the mass 

flow rate of cold water increases the value of      also 

increase. 

 

 

This graph (Figure 6) is plotted between average heat 

transfers,       vs mass flow rate of cold fluid. Mass flow 

rate of hot water is kept constant. As the mass flow rate of 

cold water increases the value of       also increase. 

 

This graph (Figure 7) is plotted between LMTD vs mass 

flow rate of cold fluid. Mass flow rate of hot water is kept 

constant. 

 

This graph (Figure 8) is plotted between temperature 

difference of hot fluid inlet and outlet vs mass flow rate of 

cold fluid. Mass flow rate of hot water is kept constant. As 

the mass flow rate of cold water increases the temperature 

difference also increase. 
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This graph (Figure 9) is plotted between overall heat 

transfer coefficient      vs mass flow rate of cold fluid. 

Mass flow rate of hot water is kept constant. As the mass 

flow rate of cold water increases the value of    also 

increase. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Experiment is carried out with water-water and water- 

nanofluid on helical coil heat exchanger with regard to 

heat exchange effectiveness, overall heat transfer 

coefficient and average heat transfer analysis. All the 

parameters mention above increases with increase in mass 

flow rate of cold fluid. Hot fluid flow rate was kept 

constant at 1 LPM. Also with use of water-nanofluid the 

values increase more compare to water-water. This 

suggests that the nano fluid can enhance effectiveness and 

is more efficient. As the mass flow rate of nanofluid 

increases effectiveness up to 4% as compare to the water. 

IX. FUTURE SCOPE 

In this experiment we use 0.5% concentration by weight; if 

the concentration is increased and base fluid is substituted 

with other fluids such as oil than the effectiveness and 

efficiency can also be increased. Concentric copper helical 

tube can be used for better performance. Also we can use 

different type of nanofluid like aluminium oxide, copper 

oxide nanoparticles. 
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